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The Cockatiel is friendly, curious, and alert. They are almost unfailingly cheerful and truly seem
to enjoy being with people. Their forgiving nature and ease of care make them a popular pet
bird, and they make an excellent starter bird for someone who has no prior bird-owning
experience.
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well known decision for a pet bird. It is a little parrot with an assortment of shading designs and a
head peak. They are appealing just as well disposed. Because of their more modest size,
cockatiel care and restraining are simpler than other parrot species. They are equipped for
emulating discourse, in spite of the fact that they can be hard to comprehend. These birds are
acceptable at whistling and you can instruct them to chime in to tunes.LOCAL REGION/
NATURAL HABITATCockatiels are local to the semi-dry areas of Australia. This open climate
may be a motivation behind why cockatiels don't have the ear-penetrating shriek of parrots
starting from thick tropical jungle territories. Wild cockatiels fly to the ground to scrounge for
food. Cockatiels promptly breed in the wild, and they are likewise simple to raise in captivity,
which makes them broadly accessible as pets at a lower cost than most other parrot species.
Wild cockatiels are consistently on alert for hunters and are light sleepers. A pet cockatiel may
have a periodic night-fear scene, where it flails wildly the cage around evening time as though
alarmed. You can help your cockatiel discover its way back to its roost by leaving a night light on
in its room.CARE AND FEEDING
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